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We show that Pb and Bi adatoms and dimers have a large tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance
(TAMR) of up to 60% when adsorbed on a magnetic transition-metal surface due to strong spin-orbit
coupling and the hybridization of 6p orbitals with 3d states of the magnetic layer. Using density
functional theory, we have explored the TAMR effect of Pb and Bi adatoms and dimers adsorbed on
a Mn monolayer on W(110). This surface exhibits a noncollinear cycloidal spin spiral ground state
with an angle of 173◦ between neighboring spins which allows to rotate the spin quantization axis
of an adatom or dimer quasi-continuously and is ideally suited to explore the angular dependence of
TAMR using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We find that the induced magnetic moments
of Pb and Bi adatoms and dimers are small, however, the spin-polarization of the local density of
states (LDOS) is still very large. The TAMR obtained from the anisotropy of the vacuum LDOS is
up to 50-60 % for adatoms. For dimers the TAMR depends sensitively on the dimer orientation with
respect to the crystallographic directions of the surface due to the formation of bonds between the
adatoms with the Mn surface atoms and the symmetry of the spin-orbit coupling induced mixing.
Dimers oriented along the spin spiral direction of the Mn monolayer display the largest TAMR of
60 % which is due to hybrid 6p− 3d states of the dimers and the Mn layer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR), in which the
flow of current depends on the relative magnetization
directions of two magnetic layers, has a significant im-
pact on modern day applications ranging from spintron-
ics to magnetic data storage. Using spin-polarized scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM), it is even possible to
detect the TMR effect for single magnetic adatoms on
surfaces1–7. The resistance can also depend on the mag-
netization direction relative to the current direction be-
cause of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which is known as
the tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR)8,9.
The TAMR is driven by SOC which couples spin and
orbital momentum degrees of freedom by the Hamilto-
nian HSOC = ξ L · S, where ξ, L, and S are the SOC
constant, orbital momentum operator and spin operator,
respectively. SOC and magnetocrystalline anisotropy
effects depend on the environment of an adatom and
hence can be tuned by adatom adsorption which have
been studied quite extensively 10–14. The TAMR can be
observed with only one ferromagnetic electrode and it
does not require any coherent spin-dependent transport.
Hence, the TAMR is very attractive for spintronics appli-
cations15,16. The TAMR was first observed for a double
layer of Fe on W(110)8. Subsequently, the TAMR has
been observed in various systems, e. g., planar ferromag-
netic surfaces17,18, tunnel junctions9,19–21, mechanically
controlled break junctions22,23. The observed values of
TAMR in the above cases are ≈ 10%. Attempts have
been made to increase the value of TAMR by using 3d or
5d elements, e. g., using isolated adatoms 24,25, bimetal-
lic alloys26 and with antiferromagnetic electrodes27. Re-
cently, Herve´ et al. have reported a TAMR of up to 30%
for Co films on Ru(0001) mediated by surface states28.
Another approach to tune SOC is to use single atoms
and dimers of 6p elements. The strength of SOC scales
with atomic number (Z), principal quantum number
(n), and orbital quantum number (l) as ξ ∝ Z4n−3l−2.
Hence, 6p elements such as Pb and Bi have a higher
SOC strength as compared to that of the 3d or 5d el-
ements studied before. Further tuning of SOC can be
achieved by reducing the high rotational symmetry of
single atom, i. e., by using dimers of these elements. The
effect of strong SOC on unsupported 6p dimers has been
discussed recently29. In an experimental and theoretical
study, Scho¨neberg et al.30 have achieved TAMR values
of ≈ 20% by using suitably oriented Pb dimers on the
Fe bilayer on W(110) substrate where magnetic domains
with out-of-plane magnetization and domain walls with
in-plane magnetization can be observed8.
In recent years noncollinear magnetic structures at
transition-metal interfaces have gained popularity as
promising candidates for spintronic applications due to
their interesting dynamical and transport properties31,32.
A monolayer Mn grown on W(110) surface (Mn/W(110))
is a prominent example which exhibits a noncollinear
magnetic structure with a cycloidal 173◦ spin-spiral
ground state along the [110] direction33 that is driven
by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. Using this
magnetic surface with a noncollinear spin structure, it
is possible to control the spin direction of adsorbed Co
adatoms due to local exchange coupling which has been
demonstrated in recent experiments using scanning tun-
neling microscopy (STM) by Serrate et al.34,35. The non-
collinear spin state of the Mn monolayer is reflected due
to hybridization even in the orbitals of the adsorbed Co
adatom36. The possibility of controlling the magneti-
zation direction of an adatom on this surface without
the presence of external magnetic field makes this sys-
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2tem very promising for TAMR studies. Compared to the
domain walls of Fe/W(110) used in previous studies30
the spin structure of this surface is known on the atomic
scale and allows a quasi continuous rotation of the local
spin quantization axis. Recently, Caffrey et al. have pre-
dicted TAMR values up to 50% for Ir adatoms, i.e. a 5d
transition metal, on Mn/W(110)37, however, experimen-
tal evidence is missing.
Here we have explored Pb and Bi adatoms and
dimers on Mn/W(110) in order to explore the mag-
nitude of TAMR and its dependence on the 6p ele-
ment and atomic arrangement on the surface. We have
used first-principles density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations to investigate the adsorption of Pb and Bi
adatoms and dimers on Mn/W(110) and studied their
electronic and magnetic properties. The spin structure
of Mn/W(110) is locally well approximated as a two-
dimensional antiferromagnet38. We considered two limit-
ing cases of spin directions which are possible due to the
cycloidal nature and propagation direction of the spin
spiral in the Mn layer: (i) a magnetization direction per-
pendicular to the surface (out-of-plane) and (ii) a magne-
tization direction pointing along the [110] direction (in-
plane). Our results indicate that the adsorption of these
adatoms facilitates local enhancement of SOC above the
surface leading to very large values of the TAMR of 50%
to 60% for adatoms. The orientation of Pb and Bi dimers
is shown to be crucial in order to achieve even larger
TAMR values. This can be understood based on the
symmetry of the matrix elements of the SOC Hamilto-
nian as well as the hybridization of 6p adsorbate with 3d
substrate states.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly
discuss the computational methods used in our calcula-
tions. Then we proceed to discuss the structural, elec-
tronic, and magnetic properties, as well as the TAMR
of adatoms and the same for dimers in different orienta-
tions. The TAMR effects are discussed focusing on the
local density of states at the adsorbate atoms and the Mn
layer and the vacuum density of states and interpreted
based on a simplified model. We summarize our main
conclusions in the final section.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In this work we used first-principles calculations us-
ing a plane wave based DFT code vasp39,40 within the
projector augmented wave method (PAW)41,42. For the
exchange-correlation, we have used the generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE)43,44. For SOC, we followed the methods described
by Hobbs et al.45. We used a 450 eV energy cutoff for the
plane wave basis set convergence. Structural relaxations
are performed using a 6× 6× 1 k-point Monkhorst-Pack
mesh46. The vacuum local density of states (LDOS) was
calculated by placing an empty sphere at a specific height
of 5.3 A˚ above the adatoms onto which the LDOS was
projected. For the calculation of electronic properties,
magnetic properties and LDOS, we have used 20×20×1
k-point Monkhorst-Pack mesh.
A. Structural details
Figure 1. (a) Top view and (b) perspective view of a c(4× 4)
supercell used for the adatom on Mn/W(110) calculation.
Gray spheres represent W atoms while Mn atoms are depicted
as green (light blue) spheres with arrows showing the ferro-
magnetic (antiferromagnetic) magnetic moments with respect
to the 6p adatom (dark blue sphere). ‘nn’ and ‘nnn’ are the
nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor Mn atoms to the
adatom. x and y refer to the direction of coordinates for the
supercell. (c) Top view of a c(6× 6) supercell used for dimer
adsorption on Mn/W(110) along with the three dimer orien-
tations considered in our calculations. m⊥ and m‖ denote
the direction of a perpendicular magnetization and a parallel
magnetization with respect to the surface, respectively.
We modeled Mn/W(110) using a symmetric slab con-
sisting of five atomic layers of W with a pseudomorphic
Mn layer on each side. We have approximated the local
magnetic order of the system as antiferromagnetic, i. e.,
collinear due to the long periodicity of the spin spiral
ground state33,34,38. The effect of the noncollinearity of
the spin structure on the electronic states of adatoms has
been studied before36. We used a c(4 × 4) AFM surface
unit cell, as shown in Fig. 1(a)-(b). The GGA calcu-
lated lattice constant of W, i. e., 3.17 A˚ is used for our
calculations as it is in good agreement with the experi-
mental value of 3.165 A˚. A thick vacuum layer of ≈ 25
A˚ is included in the z direction normal to the surface to
3remove interactions between repeating slabs. We added
Pb or Bi adatoms at the hollow-site position on each
Mn monolayer. The c(4 × 4) unit cell is large enough
to keep the interactions between the periodic images of
the adatoms small. For the adsorption of dimers, we
have used a larger c(6 × 6) AFM surface unit cell (see
Fig. 1(c)) to keep the interactions coming from the peri-
odic images of the dimers negligible. In the case of Pb or
Bi dimers, we have considered three possible dimer ori-
entations on the surface: (i) along the [001] direction, (ii)
along the [110] direction, and (iii) along the [111] direc-
tion as shown in Fig. 1(c). The magnetization direction
in calculations including SOC has been chosen normal
to the surface, ⊥, and along the [11¯0] in-plane direction,
‖, as enforced by the cycloidal nature of the underlying
spin spiral structure of Mn/W(110)33. The position of
the adatoms, dimers and the Mn layers are relaxed with
0.01 eV/A˚ force tolerance. We have kept the coordinates
of W atoms fixed in all our calculations.
B. Tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance
Using the spectroscopic mode of an STM, the TAMR
can be obtained by measuring the differential conduc-
tance (dI/dV ) above an adatom or a dimer for two dif-
ferent magnetization directions. The TAMR is obtained
from
TAMR =
[(dI/dV )⊥ − (dI/dV )‖]
(dI/dV )⊥
, (1)
where ⊥ and ‖ denote a perpendicular magnetization and
a parallel magnetization with respect to the surface, re-
spectively. Within the Tersoff-Hamann model47,48, the
dI/dV signal is directly proportional to the local den-
sity of states (LDOS), n(z, ), at the tip position in
the vacuum, z, a few A˚ngstro¨ms above the surface.
Hence, the TAMR can be calculated theoretically from
the anisotropy of the LDOS arising due to SOC8,24. Then
the TAMR can be calculated as:
TAMR =
n⊥(z, )− n‖(z, )
n⊥(z, )
. (2)
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Pb and Bi adatoms on Mn/W(110)
1. Structural and magnetic properties
We begin our discussion with the local structural re-
laxations upon adsorption of Pb and Bi adatoms on
Mn/W(110) which are tabulated in Table I. Our calcu-
lations indicate that the hollow site (see Fig. 1(a)) is the
most stable adsorption site for both Pb and Bi adatoms.
The other sites, e. g., bridge and top sites are unstable
for both adatoms in our calculations and collapse to the
Table I. Relaxed distances (in A˚) of Pb and Bi adatoms from
the Mn atoms of the Mn/W(110) surface. dnn and dnnn de-
notes the nearest neighbor (nn) and the next-nearest neighbor
(nnn) Mn atoms, respectively. ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the dis-
placements with respect to the clean surface of Mn atoms
after the adsorption of the adatoms. Positive (negative) val-
ues imply that the Mn atoms move towards (away from) the
adatom.
dnn dnnn ∆znn ∆znnn ∆xnn ∆ynnn
Pb 2.76 3.17 −0.13 +0.02 −0.01 +0.02
Bi 2.70 2.97 −0.10 +0.06 −0.05 +0.03
hollow site position. The adsorption of the adatoms cre-
ates a buckling in the underlying Mn layer in the vicinity
of the adsorption sites (see Table I). Significant changes
can be observed for the nearest neighbor (nn) Mn atoms,
which move away from the adatoms, while the next near-
est neighbor (nnn) Mn adatoms move slightly towards the
adatoms.
Table II. Magnetic moments (in µB) of the adsorbed Pb and
Bi adatoms and the nearest neighbor (nn) and next nearest
neighbor (nnn) Mn atoms of the Mn monolayer on W(110).
For comparison the value of the clean Mn/W(110) surface is
given.
Adatom Mnnn Mnnnn Mnclean
Pb +0.00 +2.36 −3.34 ±3.41
Bi +0.08 +2.60 −3.35 ±3.41
The magnetic properties of these systems are affected
by the hybridization between the 6p adatoms and un-
derlying Mn atoms of Mn monolayer (see Table II). The
clean Mn surface of Mn/W(110) have magnetic moments
± 3.41 µB. The pz orbitals of the adatoms mainly hy-
bridize with the dz2 orbitals of nn Mn adatoms. The
magnetic moments of the nn Mn adatoms drop quite sig-
nificantly for both atom types. They are reduced by 1.05
µB and 0.81 µB for Pb and Bi adsorption, respectively.
Due to the hybridization, the induced magnetic moment
on Bi adatom is 0.08 µB, whereas the Pb adatom is non-
magnetic.
The effect of hybridization is less prominent for the
nnn Mn adatoms where a slight reduction of magnetic
moment ∼ 0.06 µB occurs for both adatoms.
2. Electronic properties
Next, we discuss the electronic properties of the 6p
adatoms adsorbed on the Mn/W(110) surface. Fig. 2
shows the spin-resolved LDOS of the Pb and Bi adatom
adsorbed on Mn/W(110), the LDOS of the neighboring
Mn atoms, and ml decomposed p states of Pb and Bi
adatom. These calculations have been performed in the
scalar relativistic approximation, i. e., neglecting SOC.
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Figure 2. (a, d) Scalar relativistic spin-resolved LDOS of the neighboring (nearest ‘nn’ and next-nearest ‘nnn’) Mn atoms of
the Pb and Bi adatom adsorbed on Mn/W(110). (b, e) Scalar relativistic spin-resolved LDOS of the Pb and Bi adatom. (c,
f) Scalar relativistic ml decomposed spin-resolved LDOS for Pb and Bi adatom. Majority and minority states respectively
are defined with respect to the nearest neighbor Mn atoms of the Mn monolayer. The orange up and down arrow indicates
majority and minority spin channels, respectively.
A possible hybridization can be observed by calcu-
lating and comparing the spin-resolved LDOS of the
adatoms with the neighboring Mn states as shown in
Fig. 2. This hybridization effect is clearly observed just
below EF where minority Mn peaks are located at the
same position as px and pz states of the adatoms. Fur-
ther interactions are observed for Pb around EF−0.50 eV,
EF−0.34 eV, where the states from the adatoms interact
with the states from the nn Mn atoms. In this energy
range one also sees reduced exchange splitting of the nn
Mn states as compared to the nnn Mn states which affects
the magnetic moment of the nn Mn atoms as mentioned
in section III A 1. The magnetic moment of nn Mn atoms
drops to 2.36 µB and 2.6 µB upon adsorption of the Pb
and Bi adatom, respectively. Despite the small spin split-
ting observed for both adatoms, the spin polarization of
the adatoms is quite large. The spin polarization of the
adatoms varies in-between ±40% which is mainly arising
from the pz and py states of the adatoms.
Previously, it has been shown that the spin direction
of adsorbed Co adatoms on Mn/W(110) can be detected
in spin-polarized STM images at small bias voltages due
to the different orbital symmetry of d states in majority
and minority spin channel34. We find a similar effect for
the p orbitals of Pb close to the Fermi energy, EF . Fig-
ure 3 shows top and cross-sectional spin-resolved partial
charge density plots in a small energy window [EF−0.065,
EF−0.045 eV] for Pb adatom adsorbed on Mn/W(110).
A strong interaction between the minority px states of
the adatom and the minority dz2 orbitals of the neigh-
boring Mn atoms is clearly visible in the cross-sectional
plot along the [001] direction shown in Figs. 3(d). Here,
the axes of the dz2 Mn orbitals are distorted pointing to-
wards the Pb atom and a large part of the charge density
is concentrated at the interface between adsorbate and
substrate. However, such hybridization is less prominent
in the majority channel which displays the rotationally
symmetric shape of a pz orbital [Fig. 3(c)].
The partial charge density calculated at a height of 3
A˚ in the vacuum [Fig. 3(a-b)] shows that the both spin
5Figure 3. (a, b) Spin-resolved partial charge density plots
at 3 A˚ above the Pb adatom on Mn/W(110) in the energy
range [EF− 0.065, EF− 0.045 eV]. (c, d) cross-sectional plots
through the Pb adatom parallel to the [001] direction for the
charge densities of the top panel.
channels are clearly distinguishable from each other due
to the shape of their orbitals. For the majority channel
one can clearly observe the pz states of the adatom in
the vacuum. In the minority channel, the double-lobed
structure of the px state protrudes rotationally symmet-
ric states such as s, pz and dz2 orbitals which usually ex-
tend further into the vacuum. Similar behavior has been
reported previously by Serrate et al. for different d-states
of a Co adatom adsorbed on Mn/W(110)34. Hence, we
can conclude that in an STM experiment with a mag-
netic tip it will be possible to identify the spin direction
of the Pb adatom by means of the respective orbitals
dominating near EF yielding similar effects observed in
spin-polarized STM34–36.
However, for the Bi adatom the above mentioned fea-
ture is not present in the vicinity of EF which is acces-
sible for STM. In this case, the majority py states of Bi
are completely covered by the rotationally symmetric or-
bitals in the vacuum (not shown). Therefore, the orbital
shapes for majority and minority states for the charge
densities calculated in the vicinity of EF do not differ
from one another.
3. TAMR of Pb and Bi adatoms on Mn/W(110)
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Figure 4. (a) Total (black lines) and spin-resolved (Majority:
blue, Minority: red) vacuum LDOS including SOC above the
Pb adatom on Mn/W(110) for out-of-plane (⊥, solid lines)
and in-plane (parallel to the [110] direction) magnetizations
(‖, dashed lines). (b) TAMR obtained from the spin-averaged
vacuum LDOS according to Eq. (2). (c) Orbital decomposi-
tion of the LDOS of the Pb adatom in terms of the majority
(up) and minority (down) states. Solid (dashed) lines corre-
spond to the magnetization direction perpendicular (parallel)
to the surface plane. The orange up and down arrow indicates
majority and minority spin channels, respectively.
In this section we will focus on the description of the
electronic structure of 6p adatoms adsorbed on the Mn
monolayer of W(110). Especially the anisotropy of the
LDOS due to SOC and the subsequent TAMR effect will
be discussed in detail.
Fig. 4(a) shows both the total (spin-averaged) and
spin-resolved vacuum LDOS above the Pb adatom – in
an energy range around EF typically accessible to STM
– calculated for the two magnetization directions includ-
ing SOC: (i) perpendicular to the surface (out-of-plane)
denoted as n⊥(z, ) and parallel to the [110] direction
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Figure 5. (a) Total (black lines) and spin-resolved (Majority:
blue, Minority: red) vacuum LDOS including SOC above the
Bi adatom on Mn/W(110) for out-of-plane (⊥, solid lines)
and in-plane (parallel to the [110] direction) magnetizations
(‖, dashed lines). (b) TAMR obtained from the spin-averaged
vacuum LDOS according to Eq. (2). (c) Orbital decomposi-
tion of the LDOS of the Bi adatom in terms of the majority
(up) and minority (down) states. Solid (dashed) lines corre-
spond to the magnetization direction perpendicular (parallel)
to the surface plane. The orange up and down arrow indicates
majority and minority spin channels, respectively.
(in-plane) denoted as n‖(z, ). Differences between both
magnetization components are clearly discernible in the
energy range below the Fermi level (EF). The most sig-
nificant feature is located at −0.37 eV in n‖(z, ) and
corresponds to a peak of majority pz states being split
and shifted towards lower energies as the magnetization
rotates from the film plane (‖) to the perpendicular (⊥)
direction of the surface. The same effect, although much
less prominent, is also visible for the minority states.
This behavior leads to a maximum value in the TAMR
of −49% (see Fig. 4(b)). Around EF this effect is consid-
erably smaller and of opposite sign with TAMR values
up to +22%.
Similar observations can be seen in the vacuum LDOS
of the Bi adatom on Mn/W(110) shown in Fig. 5(a).
Here, the dominant peak of majority pz states which
splits likewise upon rotation of the magnetization direc-
tion is shifted by 0.2 eV towards lower energies compared
to Pb. Linked to this state, the value of the TAMR first
takes a local maximum of +42% at −0.66 eV before drop-
ping abruptly to a minimum of −61% at −0.57 eV below
EF. Similar to Pb, differences concerning n⊥ and n‖
for the minority channel are small in this energy range
and the main part of the TAMR originates from ma-
jority states. In contrast, states with minority character
are causing a modest TAMR of +20% just below EF. For
both adatoms the anisotropy of the vacuum LDOS shows
only little magnetization-direction dependent differences
in the unoccupied regions and giant values in the TAMR
effect are restricted to areas below EF.
A closer look at the orbitally resolved LDOS of the
adatoms in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 5(c) reveals that the above-
mentioned changes between both magnetization compo-
nents in the vacuum can be attributed to pz states of the
adatoms which are mostly below EF. The curves in the
vacuum almost coincide with the ones for states of this
character calculated directly at the respective adatom.
As the pz states are oriented along the surface normal,
they preponderate in the vacuum compared to the px and
py states. In contrast, the prominent peak of majority
py states dominating the LDOS in the vicinity of EF of
both Pb and Bi is not visible in the vacuum LDOS be-
cause they are aligned parallel to the film plane. The
shift of this peak, from a position of 0.2 eV above EF for
Pb, towards occupied regions for Bi can be explained by
the increasing number of electrons in the p shell. On the
other hand, the shift of the majority states with pz char-
acter which are identified to generate the large anisotropy
of the vacuum LDOS and hence the shift of the position
of the maximum TAMR can be ascribed to the different
strength of the attractive potential acting between va-
lence electrons and nucleus. Due to the larger nuclear
charge these potentials lead to a stronger binding of the
pz states to the nucleus for Bi. Further reasons for the
majority pz states of the Bi adatom being shifted towards
lower energies is the higher spin polarization compared
to Pb as well as the smaller distance from its nearest
neighbor Mn atom in the Mn monolayer. Hereby the or-
bital overlap increases resulting in a larger splitting of
the states.
4. Modeling of the TAMR
In order to explain the large TAMR found for 6p
adatoms adsorbed on Mn/W(110), we revert to the
Hamiltonian of SOC mentioned in the introduction. As
shown in Ref.49, the SOC operator can be written as a
matrix in the following way:
HSOC = ξ
2
(
M N
−N∗ M∗
)
. (3)
7Here, the diagonal matrices M describe the coupling of
two states with equal spin direction, whereas the sec-
ondary diagonal matrices N denote the interaction of
states with different spin character via SOC. Both can be
calculated for an arbitrary orientation of the spin quan-
tization axis by applying ladder operators of spin and
angular momentum to linear combinations of complex
spherical harmonics which represent both p and d or-
bitals. This approach yields the matrix element describ-
ing a spin-orbit induced hybridization between states
with pz and px symmetry in the same spin channel as
50:
〈↑, pz|HSOC |px, ↑〉 = i sin θ sinφ , (4)
and the element for coupling states of the same symme-
try, but with opposite spin direction as
〈↑, pz|HSOC |px, ↓〉 = cosφ+ i sinφ cos θ . (5)
In the first case (cf. Eq. (4)) the matrix element
vanishes for the perpendicular magnetization direction
(φ=0◦, θ=0◦) and becomes maximal for its magnetiza-
tion pointing along the [110] direction (φ=90◦, θ=90◦),
i.e. we expect a mixing of the two states only for a spin-
quantization axis chosen along the film plane. The re-
verse is true if both states have opposite spin direction
(cf. Eq. (5)). Evaluating the matrix elements given in
Ref.50 for a potential hybridization mediated by SOC for
states with pz and py character shows that such inter-
action can not be realized on the Mn/W(110) surface
for the two above mentioned magnetization directions,
which are possible on the substrate due to the spin spiral
ground state. For this reason the discussion concerning
the anisotropy of the vacuum LDOS is restricted to px
and pz states for both 6p adatoms and dimers in this
paper.
Applying the above considerations first to the case of
a Bi adatom on Mn/W(110) [Fig. 5], one can explain
the maximum value of the TAMR at −0.57 eV below
EF by a magnetization-direction dependent mixing of px
and pz orbitals of opposite spin channels. At this en-
ergy the prominent peak of majority pz states whose in-
plane magnetization component resembles a single peak
is split and shifted towards lower energies upon rotation
of the spin-quantization axis (see Fig. 5(c)). According
to the matrix elements, this behavior hints at a SOC-
mediated hybridization with a minority px state which
can be found at −0.82 eV.
The TAMR of the Pb adatom can also be understood
based on the matrix elements of HSOC. E.g. the vacuum
LDOS of the minority spin channel [Fig. 4(a)] just below
EF is reduced upon rotating the magnetization direction
from in-plane to out-of-plane. This is due to mixing by
SOC in the minority spin channel [Fig. 4(c)] between a pz
state located at −0.12 eV and a peak at −0.05 eV of px
orbital character. For an in-plane magnetization direc-
tion, which allows mixing within the same spin channel
by SOC according to Eq. (4), the px minority state peak
at −0.05 eV splits into two peaks which coincide with the
positions of two minority states pz peaks. This creates a
large negative TAMR within the minority spin channel
of −56% (not shown here). However, the TAMR is ob-
tained from the total, spin-averaged LDOS. Just below
the Fermi energy it is positive with a value of +22% due
to a majority pz peak whose height is reduced due to SOC
for an in-plane magnetization [Fig. 4(c)]. The maximum
TAMR effect of the Pb adatom of −49% occurs at 0.37
eV below EF. It originates from the majority spin chan-
nel [Fig. 4(a)] and it is due to the splitting of a majority
pz state as can be seen from the orbital decomposition
at the Pb atom [Fig. 4(c)]. Since the mixing occurs for
a magnetization direction perpendicular to the surface
it can be explained by a SOC induced mixing with px
states of the opposite spin channel according to Eq. (5).
While changes in the minority px LDOS can be noted
within the relevant energy interval it is not possible to
unambiguously propose a single peak which is responsi-
ble for the mixing. As will be discussed in detail for the
Pb dimers at the end of this manuscript, there is also
an impact of the Mn 3d states which are also subject to
SOC and with which the Pb p states are hybridizing.
B. Pb and Bi dimers on Mn/W(110)
1. Structural and magnetic properties
Table III. The dimer bond lengths d (in A˚) and the individual
magnetic moments (in µB) of the adsorbed Pb and Bi dimers
on the Mn monolayer on W(110). For comparison, the bond
lengths and the magnetic moments of the free dimers (calcu-
lated with SOC) are given.
Orientation
Pb Bi
d µB d µB
[001] 3.23 +0.08 3.22 +0.12
[110] 3.35 +0.18 3.93 +0.02
[111] 3.11 ±0.02 3.12 ±0.02
Free 2.96 0.67 2.68 0.0
Since the Pb and Bi adatoms adsorb in the hollow-site
position of the Mn layer, the dimers can be oriented along
the [001], [110], and [111] directions (see Fig. 1(c)). The
relaxed dimer bond lengths and the magnetic moments
for the three orientations along with the values for free
dimers are given in Table III. The dimer bond lengths
increase after the adsorption due to structural relaxation
from the bond length values of free dimers. For Pb dimers
an increase of ≈ 10% in bond length can be observed. For
Bi dimers, a larger increase of ≈ 20% in bond length has
been observed except along the [110] orientation. In this
case, we find an increase of bond length values by ≈ 45
%.
In Pb dimers, the individual atoms carry small induced
magnetic moments for all three orientations due to the
hybridization with the Mn monolayer. Among the three
8orientations, the largest individual magnetic moment of
+0.18 µB is observed for the [110] orientation. These in-
duced moments for Pb dimers are in contrast with the
single atom adsorption where Pb remains nonmagnetic.
Similar to the single adatom adsorption, Bi dimers also
pick up small induced magnetic moment for all orienta-
tions with the largest value of +0.12 µB along the [001]
direction. Similar to the single adatom adsorption, re-
duction of magnetic moments for both nn and nnn Mn
adatoms have been observed here as well.
2. Electronic properties
We proceed by describing and comparing the electronic
structure of the dimers with those presented for the single
adatoms before explaining the anisotropy of the LDOS.
It should be pointed out here that the notation of the
p orbitals of the dimers refers to the global coordinate
axes of the Mn/W(110) surface as shown in Fig. 1, i.e.
no local system for the adsorbates rotated for different
orientations has been used. Therefore, the px and py
orbitals of both [001] and [110] dimers are aligned along
the [001] and [110] direction, respectively. As a result, the
orbitals responsible for the covalent bond are changing.
Fig. 6 shows the ml decomposed p states of both Pb
and Bi dimers on a large energy scale around EF. We
will exemplify the differences in the LDOS compared to
the single adatoms by means of the Bi dimers; similar
observations can be made for the respective Pb adsor-
bates. Compared with the Bi adatom (cf. Fig. 2(f)), the
Bi dimer along the [001] orientation exhibits the largest
modifications in its px orbitals which are responsible for
the covalent bond in this case hereby forming σ orbitals
(cf. Fig. 6(b)). This becomes most evident in the minor-
ity channel just below EF where the corresponding states
of the single adatom are shifted by 1 eV to the left due
to the orbital overlap of the two atoms of the dimer. In
contrast, the py and pz states only show minor differences
compared to the Bi adatom; especially the large peak of
majority py states dominating close to EF of the adatom
is also found for the [001] dimer.
Owing to the large distance of 3.93 A˚ between the two
Bi atoms of the [110] dimer the overlap of their orbitals is
small resulting in similar features as for the adatom (cf.
Fig. 6(d)). The main change in its ml resolved LDOS is
the disappearance of the dominant majority py peak at
EF which can be attributed to the fact that these orbitals
are forming σ bonds in this case. For the Bi [111] dimer,
differences in the ml decomposed LDOS (cf. Fig. 6(f))
are clearly discernible compared to the single adatom (cf.
Fig. 2(f)). This observation can partly be ascribed to
the small bond length of 3.12 A˚ and hence a large orbital
overlap and partly to the combination of px and py states
forming σ bonds. Both orbitals are tilted with respect to
the global coordinate axes of the substrate leading to a
covalent bond of a mixture of the two states with different
symmetry. The pz states which are crucial for STM are
relatively weakly affected for all dimers.
3. TAMR effect of the Pb dimers on Mn/W(110)
In the following section we study the TAMR of Pb
dimers on Mn/W(110) for the three different dimer ori-
entation discussed before.
In Fig. 7(a) both the total and spin-resolved compo-
nents of the vacuum LDOS of the Pb dimer oriented
along the [001] direction are plotted for the two differ-
ent magnetization directions which can occur due to the
spin spiral states of the Mn monolayer on W(110). Note,
that the in-plane magnetization direction is perpendic-
ular to the dimer axis in this case. Compared to the
respective adatom (cf. Fig. 4), only small differences be-
tween n⊥ and n‖ can be observed in the occupied re-
gions below EF. The most striking features occur now
at energies −0.7 eV, −0.42 eV, −0.2 eV, and 0.05 eV
leading to maximum values in the TAMR of ±28% (see
Fig. 7(b)). Unlike the Pb adatom, the anisotropy of the
vacuum LDOS takes another local maximum of +29%
just above EF. As one can see from the spin-resolved
curves in Fig. 7(a), the TAMR at −0.7 eV stems from
a modification of both spin channels upon rotation of
the magnetization direction, whereas at EF only major-
ity states contribute whose perpendicular magnetization
components are clearly enhanced compared to the paral-
lel ones. Similar to the Pb adatom, differences between
n⊥ and n‖ in the unoccupied regions are barely notice-
able for both spin directions of the [001] dimer.
The orbitally decomposed LDOS of this dimer plotted
in Fig. 7(c), shows further similarities with the adatom.
It is dominated by a prominent peak of majority py states
at 0.15 eV above EF which is not reflected in the vac-
uum LDOS and exhibits discernible changes in the pz
states with respect to both magnetization directions be-
low EF. The pz states predominate the vacuum LDOS
due to their double-lobed orbitals pointing along the sur-
face normal. However, they experience a small shift to-
wards lower energies as well as a splitting which is a
consequence of the interaction between both Pb atoms
composing the dimer.
Compared to the [001] Pb dimer, the anisotropy of the
vacuum LDOS is much larger for the dimer oriented along
the [110] direction representing the propagation direction
of the spin spiral on Mn/W(110) (see Fig. 7(d)-(e)). For
this dimer orientation the in-plane magnetization direc-
tion is along the dimer axis (cf. Fig. 1). As for the sin-
gle adatom, the appearance of the LDOS in the vacuum
below EF is characterized by magnetization-direction de-
pendent differences of the majority pz states where the
main contribution comes from a dominant peak of the
in-plane magnetized dimer at −0.45 eV below EF. Be-
ing split multiple times upon reorientation of the spin-
quantization axis, it creates a steep descent in the TAMR
up to −64% thereby even exceeding the maximum value
of the Pb adatom by 15%. Just above EF, the anisotropy
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Figure 6. (a) Scalar relativistic spin and ml resolved LDOS of the Pb and Bi dimers adsorbed on Mn/W(110) for (a, b) the
[001] orientation, (c, d) [110] orientation, and (e, f) [111] orientation. The orange up and down arrow indicates majority and
minority spin channels, respectively.
of the vacuum LDOS takes a local minimum of −38%
which is due to the shift of a minority pz state as the
magnetization rotates from the perpendicular direction
to the film plane along the [110] direction. The sub-
stantial similarity of the LDOS of this dimer in the pz
orbitals compared to the single adatom (cf. Fig. 4) can
be explained by means of the relatively large distance of
both Pb atoms (see Table III). If they are further apart,
their interaction, i.e. the overlap of their orbitals, will be
small thereby causing a similar behavior as for a single
atom (cf. Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 7(f)). The py orbitals, on
the other hand, which are forming σ bonds in the case
of the [110] dimer are expected to show more remark-
able differences in comparison with the adatom. This
becomes mostly evident in the unoccupied regions where
the prominent peak of majority py states is completely
absent as seen in Fig. 7(f) with respect to the adatom
(cf. Fig. 4(c)).
The electronic structure of the Pb dimer along [111]
direction is shown in Fig. 7(g)-(i) for both magnetization
directions. As for the [001] Pb dimer, only minor differ-
ences between n⊥ and n‖ are visible in the vacuum LDOS
above the [111] dimer along the diagonal of the unit cell.
At −0.6 eV below EF, a peak of majority states for par-
allel magnetization direction is enhanced compared to
the perpendicular magnetization direction resulting in a
negative TAMR of −25%. The vacuum LDOS of the
unoccupied spectrum on the other hand is mainly char-
acterized by magnetization-direction dependent changes
of the minority states causing maximum values of +28%
in the TAMR at +0.62 eV.
The magnitude of TAMR is much smaller for [111]
dimer orientation as compared to the [110], which is ori-
ented along the natural magnetization direction of the
Mn/W(110) substrate. However, it is very similar as for
the dimer oriented along [001], which is perpendicular to
the magnetization of the surface. We will discuss these
behavior in more detail in Section III B 5.
4. TAMR of Bi dimers on Mn/W(110)
Similar changes of the TAMR with the dimer orienta-
tion can be observed for Bi dimers on Mn/W(110). Con-
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Figure 7. (a, d, g)Total (black lines) and spin-resolved (Majority: blue, Minority: red) vacuum LDOS above the Pb dimer on
Mn/W(110) for out-of-plane (⊥, solid lines) and in-plane (parallel to the [110] direction) magnetizations (‖, dashed lines). (b, e,
h) TAMR obtained from the spin-averaged vacuum LDOS according to Eq. (2). (c, f, i) Orbital decomposition of the LDOS of
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channels, respectively.
sidering first the electronic structure of the [001] Bi dimer
which is shown in Fig. 8(a)-(c), one notices that as for
the [001] Pb dimer the curves for both magnetization di-
rections of the spin-averaged vacuum LDOS do not differ
significantly from each other. The largest differences are
now located in the energy range between −0.9 and −0.3
eV leading to a local maximum in the TAMR of −37%
at −0.75 eV. The negative TAMR value is much smaller
than for the Bi adatom (cf. Fig. 5(b)). Consistent with
the single Bi adatom, the energy range just below EF
is dominated by a large peak of minority states with pz
character (see Fig. 8(c)), whereas the prominent peak of
majority py orbitals is absent in the vacuum LDOS due
to its orientation within the film plane.
In contrast to the anisotropy of the vacuum LDOS of
the corresponding Pb dimer, changes between n⊥ and
n‖ vanish in the case of the [001] Bi dimer directly at
EF. A closer look at the orbitally resolved LDOS reveals
that the pz states which dominate the LDOS above the
surface are affected by the mutual interaction of both
Bi atoms composing the dimer. In comparison with the
single Bi adatom, they are shifted towards lower ener-
gies and experience a larger splitting which is mostly
apparent in the majority channel. The dominant peak
of majority pz states causing the large TAMR of −61%
at −0.57 eV for the single Bi adatom (cf. Fig. 5(b)) is
therefore located outside of the presented energy range
for the dimers. However, owing to the interaction of the
orbitals it is split as well and less pronounced than for
the single Bi adatom (not shown).
The hybridization of majority pz orbitals is less promi-
nent in the case of a Bi dimer oriented along the [110]
direction (Fig. 8(d)-(f)) of the Mn/W(110) surface due to
the large distance of nearly 4 A˚ between both Bi atoms.
As one can see from its orbital decomposition in Fig. 8(f),
pz states move closer to EF showing similar characteris-
tics as in the case of the single Bi adatom (cf. Fig. 5). At
EF − 0.55 eV a dominant peak of majority pz states for
the in-plane magnetization orientation becomes visible
which both decreases in height and shifts towards lower
energies upon rotation of the spin-quantization axis. This
is also the largest observable change between n⊥ and n‖
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Figure 8. (a, d, g)Total (black lines) and spin-resolved (Majority: blue, Minority: red) vacuum LDOS above the Bi dimer on
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channels, respectively.
of the total (spin-averaged) vacuum LDOS for the [110]
Bi dimer that is plotted in Fig. 8(d). The just men-
tioned magnetization-direction dependent changes in the
majority pz states thereby correspond to a huge TAMR
effect of −64% at −0.55 eV. Hence, the anisotropy of the
LDOS is in the same order of magnitude as for the single
Bi adatom and takes its largest value at the same ener-
getic position as well. The TAMR is considerably smaller
for the rest of the presented energy range, especially at
EF where differences for parallel and perpendicular mag-
netizations of both spin channels only create a modest
TAMR of approximately 15%.
As observed for the corresponding Pb dimer, only mi-
nor differences between both magnetization directions oc-
cur in the spin-averaged vacuum LDOS of the Bi dimer
placed along the diagonal of the unit cell, i.e. the [111]
direction. Whereas the spin-resolved curves are indeed
clearly characterized by changes upon rotation of the
magnetization in the occupied regions (see Fig. 8(g)),
changes in the sum of both spin channels only lead to
small values in the TAMR ranging from −16% at −0.8
eV up to −10% at EF. As shown in the orbital decom-
posed LDOS of the dimer in Fig. 8(i), the main part of
the anisotropy is created by the pz orbitals. Addition-
ally, this dimer orientation exhibits the smallest TAMR
of all studied Bi dimer geometries and consistent with
the previously presented results for [111] Pb dimers on
Mn/W(110).
5. Origin of the TAMR for 6p dimers on Mn/W(110)
The variation of the TAMR magnitude depending on
the orientation of both Pb and Bi dimers can partially
be explained by means of a physical model considering
two atomic states coupled via SOC proposed in Ref. 24.
For a possible SOC induced hybridization of the dimer
p states, we refer to the matrix elements presented in
section III A 3. The orbitals are defined with respect to
the global coordination axes of the unit cell.
Within this simplified model, our expectations match
quite well with the 6p dimers oriented along the [110]
12
direction showing the largest TAMR of all studied con-
figurations. However, the SOC induced hybridization
is not so clearly visible between their pz and px states
forming piz and pix molecular orbitals, respectively. The
reduction of the TAMR effect for the [111] 6p dimers
can be understood as well using the simplified model
of two atomic states with differing orbital symmetry.
For the case of a dimer orientation along the diagonal
of the supercell the magnetization direction of the sub-
strate is rotated with respect to the bonding axis of the
atoms leading to a reduction of the respective matrix
elements. For instance the hybridization between the
p states, 〈↑, pz|HSOC |px, ↑〉 ∝ sin θ sinφ, is reduced for
an azimuth angle of 45◦. Since changes in the LDOS
scale with the square of the matrix elements8, for both
6p dimers, the TAMR in [111] orientation is diminished
by a factor of 4 compared to the [110] dimer (∼ 15% vs.
∼ 60%; cf. Fig. 7(e), Fig. 7(h) and Fig. 8(e), Fig. 8(h)).
The same behavior has recently been observed for Pb
dimers on a Fe bilayer on W(110)30.
In addition, the px states are partially involved in the
formation of molecular σ bonds along the dimer axis and
thereby not available for the mixing with the pz states
which further reduces the possible value of the TAMR.
The reduction of the LDOS of px states in the shown
energy range due to hybridization is even more apparent
in the [001] and [11¯1] Bi dimers (cf. Fig. 8(c), Fig. 8(i))
while it is similar to that of the Bi adatom (cf. Fig. 5)
for the [11¯0] dimer (cf. Fig. 8(f)).
For the [001] Pb dimer, within the simplified model,
one can interpret the changes in the curves of the mi-
nority px and pz states upon rotation of the spin-
quantization axis at −0.52 eV due to hybridization me-
diated by SOC (see Fig. 7(c)). The same effect could
already be observed for the single Pb adatom directly
at EF (cf. Fig. 4(c)). If the dimer orientation ([001])
is perpendicular to the magnetization direction ([110])
of the substrate, one would expect SOC to mix molecu-
lar piz and antibonding σ
∗ orbitals which are composed
of px states here
30. Molecular orbitals of this symmetry
are located further apart in the energy spectrum than
piz and pix molecular orbitals that can easily hybridize
via SOC for a dimer axis along the magnetization of
the Mn/W(110) surface, i. e., the [110] direction. Hence,
within this simple model, the [001] 6p dimers were ex-
pected to exhibit a much smaller variation of their elec-
tronic structure under the influence of SOC. However,
our DFT calculations show that the anisotropy of the
LDOS actually takes an unexpected high value of −28%
and −37% for the case of the [001] Pb and Bi dimer ad-
sorbed on Mn/W(110), respectively. Hence, this model
based on only two atomic/molecular states is not suffi-
cient to quantitatively understand the TAMR for dimers
along the [001] axis.
In order to achieve a deeper understanding of the ef-
fect of p − d hybridization on TAMR for the Pb and Bi
dimers on Mn/W(110), we have calculated the partial
charge densities within the scalar-relativistic approxima-
Figure 9. (a) and (b): top view (cross section) of the spin-
resolved partial charge density plots of the Pb [001] dimer on
Mn/W(110) in the energy range [EF−0.51, EF−0.49 eV]. (c)
and (d): cross-sectional plots through the Pb dimer parallel
to the [001] direction for the charge densities shown in (a) and
(b).
tion, i. e., neglecting SOC, for a small energy range where
the TAMR appears most prominent. The inclusion of
SOC will not affect the hybridization as evident from the
LDOS in the scalar relativistic approximation [Fig. 6] and
including SOC [Figs. 7, 8]. In the following we exemplify
the influence of the substrate by means of both [001] and
[110] Pb dimers only as we observe similar characteristic
behaviors for the Bi dimers.
The spin-resolved partial charge density of the [001]
Pb dimer at approximately EF−0.5 eV at which the large
TAMR of ∼ 28% occurs (cf. Fig. 7(b)) is shown in Fig. 9.
From the top view [Fig. 9(a,b)] which represents a cross
section through the dimer one can clearly see the molec-
ular piz and σx character of the adsorbate for both spin
channels, whereas from the side view [Fig. 9(c,d)] a strong
hybridization with the d orbitals of the Mn atoms of the
surface becomes visible. In the majority spin channel the
axes of the pz orbitals at the Pb dimer deviate from the
z direction of the unit cell and the d orbitals of the Mn
atoms are twisted towards the adsorbate [Fig. 9(c)]. This
leads to a tilt of the upper lobes of the pz orbitals towards
the center of the dimer and an overlap of the lower lobes
with the Mn d states in the case of the majority channel.
For the minority channel on the other hand [Fig. 9(d)] a
clear differentiation between the Pb and Mn states is not
possible anymore due to the strong hybridization which
becomes manifest in an accumulation of the charge den-
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Figure 10. (a) and (b): top view (cross section) of the spin-
resolved partial charge density plots of the Pb [110] dimer on
Mn/W(110) in the energy range [EF−0.46, EF−0.44 eV]. (c)
and (d): cross-sectional plots through the Pb dimer parallel
to the [110] direction for the charge densities shown in (a) and
(b).
sity at the interface. These observations already indicate
that for the explanation of the TAMR effect of the 6p
dimers on Mn/W(110) more than two atomic states have
to be taken into account.
Hybrid Pb-Mn interface states are also present in the
majority channel of the [110] Pb dimer at the position
of the maximum TAMR around 0.45 eV below EF (see
Fig. 10). A closer look at the calculated charge density
reveals that its majority pz orbitals only interact with the
Mn atom below the dimer axis, but not with the other
atoms of the Mn monolayer [Fig. 10(c)]. Exactly the
same behavior can also be observed for the corresponding
[110] Bi dimer on Mn/W(110) (not shown). The reason
for this hybridization can be explained by means of the
different distances of the 6p atoms and their neighboring
Mn atoms. While the central Mn atom and one atom of
the Pb dimer are separated by just 2.84 A˚, the respective
distance towards the next Mn atoms is 3.15 A˚ and hence
significantly larger.
However, the interaction with the central Mn atom de-
scribed above cannot be realized for the [111] dimer since
the respective atom of the substrate is missing below a
bonding axis along the diagonal (see Fig. 1(c)).
Keeping in mind the studies of the partial charge den-
sities, we did a further investigation of the LDOS of the
central Mn atoms below the Pb dimer axes for the case
of the [001] and [110] direction. Fig. 11 shows their or-
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Figure 11. Orbital decomposed LDOS including SOC of the
central Mn atoms below the [001] and [110] Pb dimer in
terms of the majority (up) and minority (down) states. Solid
(dashed) lines correspond to the magnetization direction per-
pendicular (parallel) to the surface plane. The orange up and
down arrow indicates majority and minority spin channels,
respectively.
bitally decomposed d states in an energy interval of ±1
eV around EF along with the p states of the adsorbates
for the two different magnetization directions discussed
before. It is evident that the Mn atoms below both Pb
dimers are likewise affected by the rotation of the mag-
netization direction and bear resemblance to the changes
in the states of the Pb atoms at same energetic positions.
For the [001] direction this becomes mostly apparent at
0.15 eV where a large peak of majority dyz orbitals of the
central Mn atom shows the same behavior upon a change
of the spin-quantization axis as the dominant py state of
the adsorbed dimer (cf. Fig. 7(c)). Moreover one can ob-
serve an enhancement of the parallel magnetization com-
ponent of majority states with dz2 and dx2−y2 character
at −0.41 eV which corresponds with a small peak of n‖
for the majority pz states at the same energy. Further re-
semblance regarding magnetization-direction dependent
differences in the LDOS are found between −0.70 eV and
−0.50 eV for the minority dxz orbitals of Mn and pz and
px orbitals of the [001] Pb dimer.
For the [110] Pb dimer this SOC-dependent hybridiza-
tion is most prominent for the dyz states both at EF in
the minority channel and at EF−0.45 eV in the majority
14
channel. Especially at the last-mentioned position, for
the in-plane magnetization, it becomes clear that the ma-
jority Mn dyz states and the majority Pb pz states inter-
acts quite strongly [Fig. 11] and produce a large TAMR
value (see Fig. 7(e)).
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a detailed study of
the spin-resolved electronic structure of single Pb and Bi
adatoms and dimers adsorbed on the Mn monolayer on
W(110) including the effect of spin-orbit coupling. Us-
ing density functional theory, we calculated the tunneling
anisotropic magnetoresistance effect from two magnetiza-
tion directions, imposed due to the cycloidal spin spiral
ground state in the Mn layer, for the respective 6p ad-
sorbate: perpendicular to the surface (out-of-plane) and
parallel to the [110] direction representing the propaga-
tion direction of the spin spiral ground state (in-plane).
Our calculations for the 6p adatoms which are charac-
terized by large spin-orbit coupling constants predict an
enhancement of the TAMR up to 49% for Pb and 61%
for Bi adatoms.
In both cases it can mainly be attributed to
magnetization-direction dependent changes of majority
pz states of the adatom. The anisotropy of the LDOS
of both adatoms can generally be explained by means
of a simplified physical model which considers the cou-
pling of two atomic states with different orbital symmetry
(pz and px in the present case) via spin-orbit coupling.
Although Pb and Bi adatoms carry almost no magnetic
moment, they exhibit a large spin polarization directly at
the surface and also in the vacuum due to the hybridiza-
tion with the substrate. The spin polarization becomes
maximal with values up to 60% around EF for the Pb
adatom.
We have also investigated the TAMR for three different
dimer orientations adsorbed on the Mn/W(110) surface.
Consistent with the expectations both Pb and Bi dimers
with their bonding axis along the magnetization direc-
tion of the substrate, i.e. the [11¯0] direction, show the
maximum anisotropy of the vacuum LDOS with values
of 64% in the occupied regions. The origin of this large ef-
fect is a molecular piz orbital with majority spin character
which strongly interacts with the central Mn atom below
the dimer axis. Similar interactions are also found for
a dimer orientation perpendicular to the magnetization
direction of Mn/W(110), but with much smaller TAMR
values of 37% for Bi and 28% for Pb, respectively. The
TAMR becomes minimal for 6p dimers along the diago-
nal [111] direction (16% in the case of Bi, 27% for Pb)
due to reduced SOC induced mixing of the p states on the
one hand and due to missing Mn atoms for hybridization
below their bonding axes on the other hand. A further
exploration of the central Mn atoms below the [001] and
[110] dimers has shown that their d orbitals are likewise
affected by changes upon rotation of the magnetization
direction which has to be taken into account for the com-
prehension of the TAMR effect apart from the simple
model of only two atomic states interacting by SOC.
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